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Terror Kite Solution Found
The Israeli army has finally found an effective
solution to the so-called ‘kite terror’ that has
already destroyed hundreds of acres of agricultural
land, forests and nature reserves in southern Israel.
This solution was initially developed by Rafael
Advanced Defense Systems to counter the growing
threat of small unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV’s)
that are used by Hamas and Hezbollah to spy
on Israel or to carry out terror attacks against the
Jewish state.
Hadashot, a state-funded broadcaster in Israel,
reported on Thursday that the IDF has begun
using the ‘electronic eye’ to identify where the
incendiary kites and balloons are launched from
in Gaza, and to track them down before they
reach Israel.

The Sky Spotter system, which is being used to track fire
kites and balloons launched into Israel from Gaza, June 2018.
(Hadashot news screenshot).

The system, called Sky Spotter, enables the IDF to determine the trajectory of the terror kites and balloons
and to predict where exactly they will land. A group of IDF operators is now able to provide early warning
to firefighters, who then arrive on the spot where the balloons and kites land before they can cause a large
blaze. Sky Spotter is also able to direct small Israeli UAV’s, which are used to bring down the kites and
balloons mid-flight.
The system will probably prevent a large-scale military operation in Gaza to stop the ‘kite terror,’ though the
Israel Air Force and the IDF continue to target Hamas and Islamic Jihad targets in response to the organized
attempts to scorch southern Israel.
On Tuesday night, the IAF bombed a car belonging
to a kite terror cell, after which Hamas responded
by firing 12 rockets into Israel. Three of them were
intercepted by the Iron Dome missile shield, while
no casualties or damages were reported.
The Israeli army last week revealed that “the
launching of arson and explosive device-laden
kites and balloons is now a deliberate activity,
planned and executed by the Hamas terror
organization, targeting Israeli territory from the
Gaza Strip.” The IDF added that “arson kites are
made by Hamas terror operatives in large quantities
and in an organized manner.”
Hamas’ fire kites burn bee hives, as well as causing severe
damage to agriculture, animals, trees and other rare plants.
(photo via Hananya Naftali Twitter account, @HananyaNaftali).

Hamas, meanwhile, has to cope with growing unrest
in Gaza as a result of its failure to bring Israel to its
knees via the ‘Great March of Return,’ and to improve
the ailing economy of the coastal enclave.

A number of residents of the impoverished Gaza Strip last week took to the streets to demand Palestinian
unity, meaning reconciliation between Hamas and the central Fatah-led PA government in Ramallah. The
protest was organized by disgruntled Palestinian Arabs who served jail-time in Israel for terror-related activities.
About a year ago, Palestinian leader Mahmoud
Abbas stopped paying monthly stipends to
these ex-prisoners, who now demand Hamas
relinquishes control over the Gaza Strip to the
Palestinian Authority.
The protest was violently dispersed by Hamas
members wearing kaffiyehs and white baseball
caps who came out of a mosque, according to
eye-witnesses.
The plainclothes Hamas agents carried signs
and shouted slogans against PA-leader Mahmoud
Abbas who, they said, must be removed from
power. When the protesters refused to back
down, the Hamas agents destroyed their stage
and confiscated video footage and photos of
the violent crackdown.

Israeli firefighters extinguish a fire in a wheat field caused from
kites flown by Palestinians, near the border with the Gaza Strip,
May 30, 2018. (Yonatan Sindel/Flash90).

Hamas later denied it had put a violent end to the protest, which came a week after similar demonstrations
in the Palestinian cities of Ramallah and Bethlehem, where they were oddly condoned and even encouraged
by the PA police. These protests were more directed at Abbas’ ruling clan, which has totally failed to bring
prosperity to the territories under its control and is blamed for the humanitarian catastrophe in the Gaza
Strip.
“According to reports on Palestinian news sites, the protesters (in Ramallah and Bethlehem) praised
Mohammed Def, the head of Hamas’ military wing, called for an end to the security cooperation with Israel,
and shouted slogans disparaging the nonviolent struggle and favoring a return to the armed struggle,” the
Israeli paper Ha’Aretz reported last week.It is the Hamas terrorist organization that is responsible for kite terror
and not a random terrorist activity by Gazan children and young adults, the IDF revealed on Sunday, June 24.
Arson terror, the phenomenon where firebombs are
attached to kites and balloons and launched from
the coastal enclave into Israeli territory and through
which large areas of Israeli land around the Gaza
Strip have been destroyed, is part of carefully
planned acts of terror, the IDF spokesperson
explained.

Terror kites from Gaza have caused more than 450 fires over
the past month, torching some 6,500 acres (2,800 hectares)
of land and causing some $2 million in damages (Photo via
www.thetower.org, video grab Haaretz / YouTube).

Specifying the mode of operation, the IDF spokesperson said that Hamas commanders order the
launch of such kites and balloons, as well as
oversee and direct the manufacturing. The Hamas
operatives, who receive the orders, produce the
kites and balloons and then attach the firebombs
that they receive from Hamas resources.

The IDF is acting intensively against these terror cells,” an IDF statement read. Since March 30, 2018 some
[2,800 hectares, over 6.5 thousand acres] of Israeli fields, forests and agricultural land have been ravaged
by fires. They were caused by kites, and balloons, lit and launched from the Gaza Strip. (JPost)
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